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Editor’s Note:
FINAL FINAL FINAL
Two things, this issue. The first: this issue has a number of firsts for QROCC.
In the third issue we had our first guest reviews, all from Cory Stephens;
in this, we have another from our friend Cory, and a handful of new contributors. An opus on Christmas music theory from Grant Leuning opens
the November section, alongside reviews elsewhere from Allyson Bace
and Alex Pieschel. Speaking of whom: we also have our first dual review,
with both Allyson Bace and Alex Pieschel taking a look at Conor Oberst’s
and coming to slightly different conclusions.
In addition to contributors, QROCC has our first interview. Leading up to
this issue, I was contacted by Rjyan Kidwell about his new record
. Rjyan, aka Cex aka Pubic Medusa of Worms, chopped and
screwed some popular country tracks in a way that I think works really
well. We talked about his history with music, his relationship with country
music, and what kind of things he’d recognize to fans of country music. Not
that country fans are the audience here (there isn’t an audience). Rjyan’s
answers are very interesting and I really appreciate his taking the time to
answer the questions.
The second thing: this is it! Thanks for reading. What a weird thing I’ve
done. I’ve been Ben Gabriel, and you can find reach me on Twitter @Benladen or uninterpretative@gmail.com. You can also find my other work at
http://islanddemeter.com.
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October

Behind This Guitar
Mo Pitney
★★★☆

Sorry for the forthcoming manifesto, but Behind
This Guitar is the kind of thing that makes you
want to, which is praise in my book.

One of the things that’s drawn me to country music—as a person who is
mostly interested in rap, as far as music genres go—is the acclaim of songwriters. You likely know that any rapper who doesn’t write their own raps
is considered, at best, not great; at worst an outright fraud. Country seems
to me to be the dead opposite, but then, since this is my main project and
research into country, it’s a bit hard to say that for a fact. The research
method of just kind of Listening To Everything isn’t super conducive to
deep diving into any single aspect of that thing, necessarily. Especially if it’s
free work for a zine that no one is likely to read.
Occasionally, though, breadth can triangulate depth. Were I to pick it up
out of a rack of CDs and just listen to it, before this year, Mo Pitney’s
could have hit me in a few ways; I might have liked
it well enough and immediately forgot about it, or I might have shrugged
and dismissed it halfway through. Either of these depend on my hypothetical mood and attentiveness, as do the shades in between and just beyond
them. I’m fairly confident, though, that it absolutely wouldn’t have struck
me especially one way or the other. So the fact that after a year of seriously
attempting to listen to every country album,
hits me
both ways at once is something.
To get to it, I hope you’ll forgive me as I quote a huge whole block off the
first song on
, titled “Country:”
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The first four lines are chorus, the rest the song’s final verse. I think it’s
important to include all of them so that you can read each one—preferably
with the rhythm of a song, which is to say dragged out over like two minutes—and at the same time see in space how they juxtapose. How simultaneously quickly and at a crawl the ostensible moral of the song is broken
and dismantled and torturously dragged away from its utopian feelings into
the ideological and material territory it must inhabit. How the song, if taken seriously, is suggesting that soldier’s deaths are
not about territory. Not that it is about that in addition to, say, feelings of patriotism and
duty and (god forbid) material conditions and so on, but that it “can’t be,”
“ain’t.” And then he says that he loves
country, which, given the formula he’s provided, breaks down to “my [my place in my heart],” which he is
going to
ask to tell you about. Not
his place, but
his place, I
guess.
The point of this isn’t to nitpick lyrics, as fun as that can be. Neither is it
about how country screams out its political stance as often and loudly and
irritatingly as possible. It’s about songwriting, and looking at it broadly to
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get a glimpse of a possible depth.
*****
The most infuriating songs on
are “It’s Just A Dog,”
“Boy & A Girl Thing,” and “Clean Up on Aisle Five;” these are among the
album’s best songs, as well. Pitney has a remarkable voice, sounding like
the Platonic ideal of a country singer in many ways, and he sings songs that
are personal or narrative or invested in ideas with the same warmth and
conviction throughout. This is what, on its own terms, makes
a good album.
What makes it one that is simultaneously encouraging and infuriating is
that it points to the best and worst of country, again at the same time. I
don’t know whether Pitney himself is a songwriter or how many credits
are given otherwise, and I’m intentionally avoiding looking it up. Because
I don’t think the particular matters, in this case; it’s a question of the cultural. Just like rap actively discouraging ghostwriting has shaped the whole
significantly more than it has shaped any one artist’s particular practices,
the same can be said of country. Or take (big budget) videogames, where
focus testing and iteration are so universally practiced that any particular
games’ use is largely negligible in the face of the sheer fact that every game
in the past decade at least that has been influential to the form has relied
on the insights gleaned from that practice.
Country at its best is similar to many other arts; it is a cultural force with a
history that can be leveraged to get at specific things, like, say, the question
of country, with all of the internal contradictions and ambivalences that
that word signifies. Or, for another instance, it can provide a sonic shell in
which stories can be told about working class Americans in a way that connects with them and gestures at histories that include a broad array of influences, from folk to Western, gospel and blues. It is one node from which
the world can be understood and shaped, attached to innumerable others,
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and it is at the same time the existence of sounds that enforce community
through dance and taste. Country is the personal and it is politics, and it
offers so much, and at the same time it is beholden to its histories.
These histories aren’t all ancient, of course. As much as Woodie Guthrie
is an inherent part of the story of country, so too is the ongoing spotifyification of music, the newest chapter in the industrial history of music. But
even more than that is the recent history of the Nashville Sound, after it
absorbed the Bakersfield outlaws and became one of the major forces of
radio, and a somewhat circumscribed industry and culture in its own right.
That history is what brings us songs like “Boy & A Girl Thing” and “It’s
Just a Dog;” songs that touch on obvious sentiments through personal expression in a way that can be both cloying and affecting. Songs that, more
specifically, are clearly written for no one and everyone. And I mean “written for” in both ways: for the audience, who will hear and hopefully enjoy
and identify, and for the singer, who will perform the song. Country is a
genre where it is entirely possible that Mo Pitney wrote “It’s Just a Dog”
himself, and where this distinction isn’t then necessarily collapsed. No matter whether he could tell you that dog’s name and take you to each of the
sites in the song; the question of the “written for” is a structural component
of country music, a question hidden deep in the background, but always
there.
I hope that some day I’ll have a better working knowledge of the particular answers to this question, but for today I am happy for Pitney’s strange
album to have simply clarified it for me. As QROCC comes to a close—at
the very least in its current form—I hope that these opportunities start to
arise. Anyway: it’s been fun, y’all. Enjoy one more issue, and I’ll see you
on the other side.
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Fight Like Hell
Tucker Beathard
★★★☆

‘And I’m your sweet baby brother Tucker
McElhard——’

Tucker Beathard is clearly the sweetest boy. “I’ll Take On The World
With You” is a song with a weird shoegazey breakdown that is all about
how he thinks his bro is super chill.
Somehow he ended up singing songs like “Rock On” where he plays a character that is really passive aggressive about his ex and “Home Sweet USA”
which is a really fine song that’s also, you know, unnecessarily nationalist.
The fact that he’s a sweet boy doesn’t really negate any of that, obviously,
but it also doesn’t change the fact that I appreciate the parts of his album
where he’s being sweet.

Shot of Gold
Jackie Bristow
★★☆☆

There is absolutely nothing objectionable about
Jackie Bristow’s Shot of Gold.
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Heart Like a Levee
Hiss Golden Messenger
★★☆☆

Hybridization isn’t new to this publication,
but maybe it’s a trend in this issue. Heart
Like a Levee, at least, wants that to be true.

(Anything that can double as a broad generalization of three months of new
music in a constellation of genres and a hook for a review of one album
should be immediately read as suspect but:) I am beginning to suspect that
at least one major thread of the final quarter of country music is that it’s
quite a bit more hybridized than the previous three. Hiss Golden Messenger’s
is, predictably, a case in point.
opens with the most Bob Dylan shit I’ve heard in a
minute, and it’s followed by the kind of quiet-loud-quiet-loud swing of a billion indie songs. “Tell Her I’m Just Dancing” is what a Flaming Lips song
sounds like, at least as long as you’ve never actually listened to the Flaming
Lips. After which comes the title track, which is probably the most overtly
country song on the whole record, from banjo to titular metaphor.
The record brings in psych-y guitars and speculative interludes, with sounds
like The Doors and, well. For whatever reason the keys on “Ace of Cups
Hung Low Band” sent me straight to Electric Wizard’s “Dopethrone” for
a comparison. Which is wrong, and I knew it even before I went to compare the two, but that’s something, at least. Not a lot of music in this zine
has given me an excuse to listen to “Dopethrone,” so I appreciate that.
The reality of that broad generalization is that it’s less a truth, and more a
thing that I’ll end up hyperfocusing on: a lot of this project involves looking
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to sources that don’t deal exclusively in country as well as navigating the
boundaries of what I include here, and after last quarter I’m even more
ready to jump the gun on disinviting one album or another to the party. So
I’m genre first here, in some ways, and things that push it are, if not subject
to cut for that reason alone, certainly under more scrutiny.
I don’t think it would be that hard to justify cutting
on
those grounds, even; it doesn’t have the internal commitment of something
like Steve Wariner’s album from this month, for instance. But then, there
is something compelling here, even if it is fifteen minutes too long with
some real harsh missteps even then. That’s hybridized americana for you,
I suppose.
Like An Arrow
Blackberry Smoke
★☆☆☆

Strawberry Southern Rock Forever.

Imagine, if you will: a southern rock group who make songs like “Strawberry Fields Forever.” Wait: Not “in the spirit of.” Just in terms of the sound.
Like a Southern Rock band who releases an album in 2016—that hits the
fucking top of the Billboard Country charts, apparently—which has a song
that just sounds like a very lightly Southern Rockified “Strawberry Fields
Forever,” with no acknowledgement of the fact that that’s what is happening.
That aside (the one between the em-dashes above) is the only reason this
didn’t get cut.
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Cosmic Hallelujah
Kenny Chesney
★★★☆

Cosmic Hallelujah is class-based antagonism,
intertextual pop, robust eco- and historical material-nihilism, and yes, I’ve lost my fucking
mind doing this project.

I’m pretty sure I’m wrong, but something about the opening bars of “Rich
and Miserable” remind me desperately of another major country single
from the recent past. The best I can come up with is Luke Bryan’s “Strip
It Down,” which is kinda sorta, but not a hundred. This is relevant because
I feel the same way about “Winnebago,” the chorus of which I’m fairly
certain is something else that I know. It’s not far from Dierks’ Bentley’s
“Somewhere On A Beach,” but that’s definitely not it either. It’s kind of
infuriating.
A slight aside: in my circle of friends, occasionally someone will know
someone who really likes country, and now I end up having conversations
with them about it. The problem ends up happening when people who
have invested a significant portion of their life into this thing: they ask me
who I like, and I freeze up. There’s maybe three or four answers that come
more or less reliably—Miranda Lambert, Dierks Bentley, and probably two
others that I can’t think of right now (see?)—but after that it’s just a blank,
drawn. A good amount of this is because I have a shit memory. Once we
start talking about something more particular, I’m more than capable of
holding a conversation. But the off the cuff stuff just eludes me really hard.
The memory’s only part of it, of course: I’ve so far reviewed somewhere
around seventy-five or more albums for each quarter, and probably 99%
of them were from artists I’d never even heard of prior. So the records that
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kicked me in the fucking head pop out still—Lucinda Williams’ and Carrie
Rodriguez’ and Dolly Parton’s—but even stuff that’s really good ends up
subsumed into the noise. Which is partially why I’m lobbying harder this
time around to get people to contribute, and partially why I’m retiring this
zine after this issue.
And it is going to suck when
ends up lost in that wash,
because there’s so many neat little things about it. I like that Chesney contextualizes the album title—or pulls it from a lyric rather than a song title
—in “Trip Around the Sun,” a nihilistic song about global warming and
the end times framed as a jaunty little good time. And how that contextualization really brings out the way that
is, despite being
very pop country (albeit less EDM) in its sound, so suffused with terror. It
comes out in weird, often counterproductive ways, like “Noise,” which is a
song about how people want to be heard and so there’s too much noise, or
“Rich and Miserable,” from which I am going to quote at extreme length
now:
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It’s a weird fucking song. It’s easy to assume it’s in the “anti-consumerist”
mode, but it never really lands there all that definitively, which is kind of
the whole point of the rhetoric around that idea. I have no idea what to
make of “right wing blue jean” or “American Dream never wakes up,” and
the idea that “the ladder just grows” is absolutely not in line with the sort
of “you hate capitalism but you tweeted from your iPhone lol” response
that most anti-consumerist rhetoric boils down to. Especially not when you
bring up structural student debt.
On the theme of nihilism: “Jesus and Elvis” is about a kid who died in Vietnam—“a war nobody won,” according to Chesney, which seems a bit myopic or a bit like a condemnation of war as a practice, depending on where
you’re coming from—who is commemorated by his mother, the owner of a
bar that keeps a velvet painting of Jesus and Elvis inside along with “a neon
cross and a string of Christmas lights.” It’s likely the best song on the record
in just about every way, from storytelling to musicianship, even though it’s
kind of uncharacteristically explicitly a downer compared to the rest.
Chesney opts, interestingly, to close with “Coach,” a tribute to his (presumably high school? maybe college? I guess potentially major league?) coach
(of an undetermined sport?) who was “constantly making believers out of
quitters.” The overriding nihilism of
isn’t ever really explicitly addressed, but it’s hard to see this choice as anything other than an
attempt at inversion. That it includes a weird, almost pop punk riff through
the outro after Chesney sings things like “We’ll never forget you coach!” is
part of that; nothing about this song seems appropriate to the album. It’s
not that the song fucks up, but that it reinforces the pervading terror in an
attempt to establish its opposite.
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Slingin’ Rhythm
Wayne Hancock
★★★☆

Rent discussions and genre clari cations are
always welcome here.

I really appreciate that
opens with not one but two songs
that explicitly reference Wayne Hancock’s need to pay rent with his music.
This is largely because I assume he is not of the Echo Boomer generation,
and it opens a space for intergenerational struggle that is often closed by—
you guessed it—the rhetoric of generations. I assume this dude is old, but I
don’t actually know whether that’s true.
I also appreciate that he explicitly shouts out Western Swing as an influence, because it’s a term that I only really encountered in the very recent
past—when reviewing The Time Jumpers’ self-titled for the last issue, specifically—which 1) makes sense, 2) clarifies a particular subgenre that I just
assumed was entirely subsumed by the main genre, and 3) is much more
reminiscent of the spectral “Western” component of the genre’s title-under-erasure (Country & Western).
There’s also the fact that Wayne Hancock is clearly a pretty solid storyteller. I wouldn’t call him great or even good, necessarily, but the way that
“Kill Them Both” and “Two String Boogie,” specifically, make situations
into coherent wholes works for me.
And on top of that is how Hancock punches in to either compliment,
name, or narrativize the instrumentation happening while he’s not singing
is really fucking great.
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Death’s Dateless Night
Paul Kelly & Charlie Owen
★★★☆

An album of honest and impressive moments,
by two artists who make clear that they are
invested in their artistry.

From the way the pick plays on the guitar strings to the cuteness of “Pallet
On Your Floor” to the backing vocals on “Don’t Fence Me In,” there’s
almost never a moment on
that doesn’t have something delightful about it. Kelly and Owen are just two dudes who do what
they do, and they do it with a ton of love and care, and it’s so incredibly
evident.
The two even manage a cover of “Let It Be” that, while hardly necessary
or innovative, is heartfelt and radiating enough meaning to feel good. I
wouldn’t call myself possessive of that song, necessarily—not in the same
way I’d greet any “Hey Jude” covers, for instance—but the fact that they
manage it is a pretty cool trick, in my opinion.

★★☆☆

Guitar Town
Steve Earle

This album is ass. “Fearless Heart,” which is
otherwise one of the worst songs, has neat
sounds on its solo though.
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Highway Prayer:
A Tribute to Adam Carroll
Various Artists
★★★☆

As someone with no prior knowledge of Carroll, Highway Prayer is a convincing argument
for his songwriting talents. On top of that, as
an album itself, it’s pretty compelling.

Knowing nothing about Adam Carroll prior to this, the thing that struck
me most repeatedly was that Carroll was a songwriter who worked well in
sentences both elaborate and fragmented, full of adjectives. Jamie Lin Wilson’s “Hi-Fi Love” is a standout for its beauty—especially in the guitar work
—and Hayes Carll’s “Girl With The Dirty Hair” is a pretty nice capsule of
the whole: a light, smartly written song.
But there’s also songs like “Lil’ Runaway” which are functionally slam poetry without #content, and which remains compelling despite those really
very serious accusations. The fact that each song opens with the singer very
unpretentiously announcing its name somehow also does wonders.
“Smoky Mountain Taxi” features a full little bluegrass song at the end,
compressed to sound tinny, and this after the line in the chorus “I took a
two hour taxi through North Carolina / I heard more bluegrass music than
I wanted to hear;” “Errol’s Song” has the just beautiful line “and we walk
through the graveyard of the rusty combines.”
Everything about
is kind of wonderful, to be honest. From
the strength of the songwriting, which is more refrain than chorus, structured like folk but old-school country in content, to the general sense of
quiet and peace, it’s an album worth attending to that could also easily be
the center for a desired sentiment.
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Dirti ed
Lenny Cooper
★☆☆☆

If you do nothing else when you make a rap
record, at the very least don’t get shown up
by every single feature. It’s your record, Lenny
Cooper. Come on. It’s not like these other guys
are even particularly good.

These kids who listened to Tupac as children and then got real into Eminem better find better producers and give up quick. There’s a feature on
“Sound of the Woods” where a dude with a soundcloud bio that reads,
and I quote: “I’m just a country boy with a passion for rapping about what
I do. Whether that makes me unique or not is up to you” raps fucking circles around Lenny Cooper. And it gets way worse from there.
This isn’t like, a bad record. This is someone you’ve seen lose every King
of the Dot battle (it’s actually someone you’ve seen lose every Assault &
Battling battle, but KotD might be something at least one person who reads
this might have seen, so imagine: that but infinitely worse) he’s been in get
a record deal. This is listening to someone who has spent half their life on
their craft without spending a second getting better at it.
“Day in the Life” is the first Johnny Cash reference that I can remember
hearing in this year of listening to roughly an album a day for an entire year.
Whether or not I like dude (I don’t), it seems like if you’re trying to break
into a genre with a unique gimmick you’d know more than someone who
just got into it seriously. Also this dude absolutely would have been an auxiliary member of the Kottonmouth Kings if it was a decade earlier.
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All Over the Map
Steve Wariner
★★☆☆

A call to action in form and content, or an unbearable addition to the genre of Clapton-ass
blues? Yep.

On the one hand, it seems like now is the time to say that albums like Steve
Wariner’s
are crucial. With the rise of white nationalism
coming home to roost in the United States, the sort of work that can be
so absolutely, fundamentally country, and still not lose sight of the genre’s
roots in blues seems to me to be necessarily a statement, now. Playing the
way that Wariner does, and doing it with help from so many of his friends,
seems to refuse to glance away from history in the way reaction requires,
and I desperately want more of that.
On the other hand,
hate how that shit sounds.

is some Clapton ass blues and I just

The Day We Lost The War
Zach Schmidt
★★☆☆

A perfectly pleasant, lowkey album of Americana, as far as I can tell. Even attempting to
relisten to things for clarity had my eyes glazing over pretty quick, though.
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Swallowed By The New
Glen Phillips
★★☆☆

Occasionally an album reminds you of the
things you’ve taken for granted. Sometimes
that’s just in terms of reviews. That’s still a
cool thing.

A thing that I don’t talk about a lot, or haven’t spoken in perhaps as clear
terms as I think I might be doing now, is tone: specifically, the tone of voice
of the singer. Not cloaked in pseudomusicologist terms, like I have a tendency to do, but just how someone sounds like they feel, in the terms we
understand “tone” to mean when talking about a previous conversation.
Glen Phillips is making me realize how much it is fundamental to my tendency to like or dislike something, and how little thought I tend to give that
reaction, which is embarrassingly uncritical of me.
As with most things, for me, this comes from a pretty simple moment: in
wondering why I was annoyed by Glen Phillips’
,
and in preparation of giving it a couple stars and an “it’s all good but boring” review, it occurred to me that there was something that had nothing to
do with how he sung, but the very simple tone of his voice, that was causing
that reaction in me.
I can’t put my finger on what that tone is, per se, but it grates on me throughout. Because of that, I can’t reasonably take anything away from Phillips’
album, other than that I know it didn’t touch me in any interesting ways.
The best example I can give is of “Held Up,” a song that goes places from
its premise and doesn’t hold back on the rock, but which still just kind
of has a rock-in-your-shoe tone the whole time. There are certainly good
things about
: his band knows how to hold back in
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ways that make each song sound full without overstraining, for instance.
There is a weird, weird moment—the whole of “Amnesty”—where Phillips
seems to dive a few feet too far into Neutral Milk Hotel, and wisps of Nick
Drake float around what is largely a unique if nondescript singer-songwriter album.
Still: Thanks, Glen Phillips, for making a thing that hit me at a time to make
me consider tone of voice more carefully in music. Especially country.

Teenage Hallelujah
The Dexateens
★★☆☆

Some pretty good southern rock, but the actual
writing is way too muddy for my taste.

Coming to a Honky Tonk Near You
Kevin Fowler
★★☆☆

Mediocre.
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Silver Tears
Aaron Lee Tasjan
★★☆☆

There’s an endearing quality to the way Silver Tears’ writing is kind of a mess. There’s
also a grating quality. Probably your tolerance
depends on your ability to stomach post-indie
Beatles in uence. Mine’s kind of high, I guess.

Aaron Lee Tasjan’s post-indie Beatles-ass melodies are at least tempered
by an apparent commitment to some semblance of a country/Americana
style, which somehow makes them a little less grating. Luckily,
presents a plan for that: write lyrics like you flipped a rhyming dictionary
to a random page and gave up if they weren’t obvious enough. Take, for
instance, the following:

Not only is it a goofy, shitty rhyme that doesn’t at all go for it, the whole
thing is basically meaningless. What could “gave your secrets to the rain”
possibly mean other than that it was played alone to an audience of the elements? But Tasjan immediately follows that with the claim that “There’s
no one left to sing for,” which means the guitar was clearly pouring out to
someone at some point.
There’s also “12 Bar Blues,” which has that old country conceit of punning; it’s a musical term, you see, but Tasjan is singing about twelve watering holes he has known, or at least is saying numbers in ascending order
next to the word bars. They’re mostly bars he’s known, anonymized, but
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sometimes it’s like I played this many bars here, and sometimes it’s the
name of the bar. It’s really not very clever.
It sounds okay though. If you can get past those Beatles-ass melodies.
Which I can, I guess because I like the Beatles kind of a lot.

Sweet Creep
Jonny Fritz
★★☆☆

From the children’s choir of “Stone Cold Daddy-O” to the basic narrative craft mistakes of
“Forever Whatever” and the side-eye of “Cries
After Making Love,” Jonny Fritz’s Sweet Creep
is very early aughts indie, only in country form.

Midnight. Hallelujah
Jonatha Brooke
★☆☆☆

These songs are bad? The arrangements are
boring and grating and her lyrics are bad.
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Underground
Kip Moore

★★☆☆

Kip Moore’s twenty minutes of weird, probably
post-Springsteenish stories about stuff kind of
suck, most of the time.

17
Dylan Schneider
★★☆☆

There’s something especially disappointing
about a lacklustre pop-country EP.

I Call BS On That
Buddy Brown

★☆☆☆

Can someone tell Buddy Brown that his brilliant musings like “We got veterans living in
the streets / so why the hell do we need refugees?” would be even better if he could fucking
emote at all. Sleepwalking through reactionary
truisms like you’re fully aware that you’re advocating for people’s deaths is not a good look.
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Dangerous Things
Dan Layus
★★★☆

Dan Layus’ Dangerous Things is an incredibly
well written album that I hate.

Shine On Rainy Day
Brent Cobb
★★☆☆

There’s not a particularly bright line between
the kind of singer that tells stories with purpose
and those who sing purposeful songs that are
cloaked in character, but Cobb seems to me
de nitely the latter. I much prefer the former.

My Gospel
Paul Cauthen
★★☆☆

Cauthen’s got a hell of a bass, and he displays it on songs like “Saddle.” But My Gospel
doesn’t feel like it has a lot of substance beyond that voice.
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Little Seeds
Shovels and Rope
★★☆☆

QROCC’s rst review from Allyson Bace takes
a look at the middling peaks and valleys of
Shovels and Rope’s Little Seeds.

Husband and wife duo Shovels and Rope’s latest doesn’t have a whole lot
going for it.
It starts quite strong, actually—it’s real nice when the guitar comes in on the
first track. Just a great sounding pedal or guitar or whatever. Kinda drone-y,
very unexpected.
But that’s pretty much the high that it descends from.
The lyrics just pass through me, except for “Missionary ridge,” and I suppose “BWYR,” which I’ll briefly talk about more later.
This is almost Dresden Dolls-y?
I’m not sure the double singer thing adds anything. I know they’re harmonizing, but idk. I guess neither of them are doing anything terribly interesting vocally, and then the fact that they sing together on every song gets a
little unnecessarily excessive.
BWYR—“Black Lives, White Lives, Yellow Lives, Red”—seems to be their
Conscious Song. Stripped down to basically acapella and some ominous
distant guitar strumming. Comes outta nowhere, and doesn’t say much?
Kinda embarrassing.
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Deadeye
The Ballroom Thieves
★☆☆☆

I suspect this doesn’t deserve only a single
star, removed from having heard it by however long. But sometimes you just resent some
shit enough to invoke The Decemberists and
that should be respected.

It’s not as uncommon for me as it ought to be, but it’s still a relatively rare
experience to develop a deep resentment for an album somewhere around
its 2/3rds mark. And even though it has happened before, I think that this
one might have made my resentment run swifter and louder than for The
Ballroom Thieves’
.
From the lifted fingerpicked melody of “Bees”—some classic rock song
that I refuse to give energy to try to pinpoint (and the fact that I am having
to say something negative about a song with as good a name as “Bees”)—to
the following “Blood Run Red,” which has the least-convincingly-sung rage
I’ve heard in quite a while, the fact that
is so clearly and communicatively well crafted makes it infuriating. That it is hardly applicable in
this setting only adds an itchiness; The Ballroom Thieves are right on that
edge of Americana and whatever The Decemberists and whoever else are
calling themselves these days.
The Education of a Wandering Man
Jamestown Revival
★★☆☆

This is de nitely an Americana album. I am
certain there are songs on it, some of which are
more straightforward rock and some of which
are closer to straightforward country. I have
no other impressions.
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Down Home Sessions III
Cole Swindell
★★★☆

A solid pop country EP that mostly concerns
Swindell’s ongoing crisis regarding the existential gamble of communication and its impossibility.

I really like that Cole Swindell’s
EP projects
someone who is full of a deep discomfort about language. More specifically, about its ossification in the social, as mostly described by the idea
of a pick up line. “Does It Hurt” is all about this, with spoken interludes
describing Swindell’s desire to just talk, rather than use a line. It then, of
course, devolves in the chorus into some sort of monstrous slurry of pickup lines:

All of which just seems like a beautiful fucking mess of failure. That the next
song is called “Six Pack Lines” and features Swindell repeatedly affirming
to himself that the beer he’s drinking’s just a courage thing and definitely
not a line that he’s casting because he’s drinking a six pack, it totally is that
thing and not the other one, absolutely! is pretty perfect too.
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It doesn’t hurt that the first track is one in which Swindell describes having
what he thought was a connection with a girl, ending in his giving her his
number, only to have never received a call. The obvious through line is
that Swindell is just really bad at dating, of course, but it seems more true
to say that he’s made this record to communicate, in the best way he knows
how, his own existential crisis around communication itself. That’s something I can respect and appreciate.

Blood Red Sun
Jasmine Rodgers

★★☆☆

Rodgers’ Blood Red Sun is a perfectly pleasant indie folk album with a lot of ukulele and
some well-utilized ddles.

Good Country Music
Frank Foster
★★☆☆

I’m (still) super not buying anything Frank Foster’s selling. Especially the Bocephus worship.
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Feel Like Going Home:
The Songs of Charlie Rich
Various Artists
★★☆☆

Not knowing Charlie Rich’s work means Feel
Like Going Home gives an impression of
someone with very strong instincts. Strong
in the sense of powerful, though, rather than
well-guided.

There is a three song run on
that encapsulates
the album; starting with Charlie Rich, Jr.’s “Break Up” and going through
“Who Will the Next Fool Be” by Holli Mosley to end up at Shooter Jennings’ “Rebound.” These songs aren’t really exceptional in any way; each
has weird moments or clear flaws—most obviously the way that Mosley’s
“Fool” seems like an incredible song with an extra minute tacked onto it—
that don’t stop them from being good, but do drag them down in bits and
pieces.
Which isn’t to say that
isn’t a nice album, or wouldn’t
likely be significantly more interesting/fruitful to listen to if you have any
idea who the man is, unlike me. But in those terms, it’s a thing that feels
both like a waste of time and time well spent, simultaneously.
Bringing Country Back
Zane Williams
★★☆☆

Truly unimpressive. There’s a bit of sweetness
to it though.
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Ruminations
Conor Oberst
★★☆☆ (AP) / ★★★☆ (AB)

Another QROCC rst; this quarter, Conor
Oberst’s Ruminations rated two reviews from
two different guest reviewers.
Up rst is Alex Pieschel’s 2-star review (and
QROCC debut), followed by Allyson Bace’s
3-star review.

On first listen,
leaves the impression of a vaguely romanticized pastoral sans characters, a sensibility that is vaguely literary, not entirely unpleasant, but largely unmoving. Minimalist arrangements alternate
arbitrarily between rough fingerpicking and static piano, and fall back on
the occasional harmonica to cover up instrumental sections. The songs
are lyrics-driven, but I usually don’t know what Conor Oberst is talking
about besides death or malaise. It’s hard not to feel like he’s been writing
the same song for the past decade, though that might be an unfair criticism
since he’s one of those artists that most people strongly associate with a
certain period of their life.
Trajectory of a Conor Oberst Song:
1. Plucky Guitar / Piano Intro
2. Deconstruction (What does it all mean?)
3. Self-aware Self-effacement
4. Plucky Guitar / Piano Outro
In a way he’s doomed to a kind of purgatory. He is everyone’s prolonged
adolescence. I watched a video of a Bright Eyes performance at ACL from
2004, and Oberst looks like an exquisite porcelain doll, his jet black hair
perfectly swooped over his right eye. In the video he sings like he really
believes what he’s saying, and it’s kind of embarrassing, but it’s not boring.
His voice still has that scene kid shakiness, but it feels more affected now.
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Things Conor Oberst Sings About
• Futility
• Modernity (not as great as we think)
Apparently, Oberst wrote all the songs for this album when he thought he
was going to die (a cyst was found on his brain; he recovered), so I suppose it’s interesting, in retrospect, that
is more a response to
fear of imminent death than Oberst’s usual world weariness. However, the
album doesn’t feel ambitious enough to try and address both sensibilities
and their inherent contradiction.
THEME: Death.
TONE: Pensive.
TEXTURE: Gravel?
Maybe it’s just that no one likes folk music anymore. Who is making folk
music, anyway? The genre always harbored an element of faux intellect.
On “A Little Uncanny” Oberst says it’s “uncanny” that “Ronnie Reagan”
got him “to read those Russian authors through and through.” Can you
imagine a sadder, more uninspiring call to action? Maybe folk music was
always for people who liked acoustic guitars but thought country music too
crude. Probably the kindest way to interpret the sensibility of this album is
as an unassuming collection of meandering demos. I like the song about
Julius Caesar though.
has got some interesting lyrics, nice piano, talk of day drinking, flirting. It’s peaceful and nice. I’ve always enjoyed Conor’s songwriting.
I randomly stumbled upon a video of Conor playing “Gossamer Thin” before I knew I was gonna review this album. I was struck that his voice still
sounds as it did in 2003 when I was 15 or so listening to songs like “Sun32

rise, Sunset,” and “Haligh, Haligh, a Lie, Haligh.” I almost felt a little embarrassed for him, that he still has this sadboi warble. Like, I had moved
on, why hadn’t he?
“You all loved him once” - pretty good.
Kinda boring at times, but overall a good album. I’ve come back to it a
couple times since my first listen.
“Every morning’s a desert, every night is a flood.”
Eastside Bulldog
Todd Snider
★★☆☆

I nd Southern Rock really boring. Also this
dude really likes Bocephus.

Jamie Kent
All American Mutt
★★☆☆

Kent’s tight little ten song album of personal
hope in the world ends on a song that reminds
me a lot of “I Can Go The Distance” from Disney’s Hercules. The banjo-driven “Diamonds”
is probably the highlight.
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CHRISTMAS BLOC
October brought a glut of Christmas Country albums to my attention, and
because of what this thing is I had to try my best to give them a fair shake. If
I’ve said before that I’m not particularly qualified to review country music
in the first place, then I’m actively unqualified to review Christmas country.
The good news first: the second review in this block is from a guest, and is
much better than anything I (could have) managed. The bad news: the rest
of it is from me. Consider this an invitation to skim or skip (as though that
isn’t implicit in the form itself).
There are Christmas reviews in the other months as well, but apparently (at
least I didn’t know this) the majors like releasing Christmas music in October. Elsewhere the same rule holds; my insights aren’t particularly useful,
but my guests are pretty fantastic.
Celebrate Christmas
The Oak Ridge Boys
★★☆☆

That boy sings real deep.
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A Very Kacey Christmas
Kacey Musgraves
★☆☆☆

Allyson Bace returns to take a listen to a novelty Christmas country album and nds it lacking.

*First song starts* my thoughts: “Oh god, I quite like this.” I’m generally
okay with Christmas music, so you probably shouldn’t take any of my reviews seriously.
But pretty quickly, my excitement for the novelty wears off. This album is
a little ukulele heavy. I’m currently cataloging a bunch of images related to
Hawaiian tourism, so I have a little less tolerance for this shit than I probably would have otherwise. My boss would love this album.
Oof, “A Willie Nice Christmas.” This is where I lose all hope. Willie Nelson and Musgraves duet. Ukuleles. It’s cringy.
This album is pretty boring. She’s pretty boring on it. The arrangements
are pretty boring too. Non-traditional instruments excited me for a few
minutes but were used too excessively to sustain...anything, really.
White Christmas Blue
Loretta Lynn
★★☆☆

I didn’t hate this, which is about as high praise
as I’m likely to give a Christmas album. Her
“’Twas the Night Before Christmas” is pretty
cute too.
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It Must Be Christmas
Chris Young
★★☆☆

Young’s got a solid country boy voice, and a
good network of guests. It’s uh. Still a country
Christmas album though.

To Celebrate Christmas
Jennifer Nettles
★★☆☆

If you’re in the mood for a big, boisterous Christmas album, you could likely do worse.

The Greatest Gift of All
Rascal Flatts
★★☆☆

After two perfectly ne songs, Rascal Flatts decide to get really cute and make a bad album.
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November

Christmas Together
Garth Brooks & Trisha Yearwood
★★☆☆

QROCC’s rst guest review from Grant Leuning goes deep on Christmas music.

Contemporary Christmas music is as close as we can get to watching the
mythical roil of primordial unformed matter bursting into differentiation.
There is no formula, no style, no dynamic that produces a good Christmas
song, and good Christmas songs are highly unstable, dropping in and out
of fashion over only a few years. Even when a classic emerges, like a spike
in an energy field, its individual shine only exists because of the dozens of
cover versions it is about to make possible and the glow of bland nearlyun-songs which surround it. Perfectly fitted to the holiday itself, Christmas
music just is this mutually reinforcing play of banalization and difference.
If each song can be placed on a gestaltish axis of support or shine, each
performance of each songs and each album also works as a repetition this
same dynamic. How hard does the performance hew to the “folk”, repeating faithfully these old noises in order to submit its instance to the song’s
longer historical flow? How much does it bristle, pushing out and doing
the work to introduce new directions into this flow in order to mark out
this version or song or album?
These two supposed axes of contemporary Christmas music, submission
and bristle, shine and glow, are too unstable to actually constitute differences, even between themselves. What bristles today is just another style
of joining in the flux of music-in-time and no matter how rough-grained,
there is almost always some way that the new style is an offering up to the
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autonomous aesthetic impulse. Christmas music has to die lonely and unlistened if it can’t catch the smallest folk feeling. Similarly, the intensity of
a classic is only one point in its own repetition; after a few thousand iterations, or an otherwise shift in the aesthetic regime (cf. the recent revulsions
at “Baby It’s Cold Outside,” newly visible as a celebration of date rape),
the intensity falls back into the quiet noise between new sounding heights.
And if bristle is a form of submission, and submission is the condition of
bristle, the shine and glow doublet is just the drive to submit, or the drive
to bristle, with each similarly conditioning and mimicking the other.
Given the inextricability of any song or album or performance from the
bursted milieu of “contemporary Christmas music”, the proper questions
are what does it do and where does it do it? For Garth Brooks and Trisha Yearwood’s
, the answer is seething with submissive glow. It begins with the music, and a backing band that could safely be placed in a self-recording mall-kiosk. The tinkles play when tinkles
should occur, steel guitar where steel makes sense, smoothy jazzy piano
in those kinds of places, etc. It sounds passively moralistic, acknowledging the perfection of convention by playing clichés with perfect deftness
and consistency. Both singers play along, neither stretching for intensity
or disruption. Garth Brooks turns his voice, already a master instrument
of sounding somehow like every middle class chubby-hubby farmhouse
owner from Minnesota to Oklahoma, into his most anonymous-sounding
version yet. Only on “Feliz Navidad,” amidst maracas, güiro and horns,
does Brooks turn out a few of his signature yodeling curlicues. Yearwood
is equally subdued, except for a version of “Santa, Baby” so purely gumball
it overwhelms any erotic qualities, turning the innuendos back into literal
statements. Broadly, the Christmas conventions are so well kept that when
they rub up against any other conventions, they swamp them. Advertised
as “the first joint album” between the pair-bonded country icons, this turns
out to be an advertiser’s misreading. The album opens on a duet, but after
that, only on Christmas-canonically gender-binaried duets is there anything
like collaboration, and this potential quirk passes unnoticed, so persistently
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does the record define itself as a Christmas record before anything else. But
these are just the minor sloshes in an exquisite piece of pure background,
microintensities that demonstrate the rigorous flatness of the record as a
whole.
Two songs illuminate the particular style of unstanding this record takes
on. The first is “Hard Candy Christmas” from the musical
in Texas, made famous in the film by Dolly Parton. This is
an odd choice for a Christmas album, because it isn’t a Christmas song as
much as an “our brothel has been shuttered by Christians, we are broke
but liberated to pursue new styles of life, we are tough enough to live off
small pleasures in order to get through this difficult but open moment”
song. What makes it a holiday song is the perfect authenticity of “being
played a lot around Christmas regardless of content,” the rare but brilliant
seasonal quality specific to this kind of folk music. Yearwood’s version is
interesting in that is almost identical to Dolly’s. There is a bit more robust
production, which the original lacked in order to emphasize the hard candy sparseness. But without knowing it was a Dolly, you can hear everything
but her famous lips in the phrasing and intonation here. This is an act of
pure self-abnegating submission to the song form.
The other keystone track is the concluding one, “What I’m Thankful For
(The Thanksgiving Song),” the only original on the album. It is not only a
playfully holiday song, it is a Thanksgiving song, a genre with very few entries
and nothing like the folk tradition of Christmas. Not only is it a Thanksgiving song but, despite being written by Brooks and Yearwood and despite
concluding their very first duets album, it’s sung by Brooks and guest vocalist James Taylor. This might saturate the already lurking feeling of laziness
about this album, as if it was cobbled together on a single Wednesday in
between a trip to PetSmart and afternoon sangrias at the local Rubio’s. But
here, Christmasness bursts back into its own forefront, the particular Christmasness of the submission and glow. Most classic Christmas records insist
on themselves as some sort of bristle or shine.
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is fully shine, burnishing Phil Spector’s mono-cred
and Darlene Love’s truly incomparable voice in between a few more minor classics. More fully bristle is ZE Records’
, still
the standard for alt-Christmas collections and nearly unendurable listened
straight through. A healthy moderation of these two is something like El
Vez’
, balancing beauty and abrasion in order to carve
new standards into the rot wood of the Christmas canon. Opposed to each
and to all of these,
’s hollow-eyed professionalism and
folk banalization is able to pull off something special, the smooth flow of
total submission and its correspondingly hypermodernist form, the permanent loop. The Taylor/Brooks collaboration isn’t the end of the album, it
is the lead-in track to the Yearwood/Brooks opener, turning bookend duets into the spine of an album meant to circulate all day. Truly the proper
soundtrack to a successfully instrumentalized gift economy.
isn’t the most essential Christmas album, but by preserving the often-graceless submissions of the folk music tradition with goony, avuncular professionalism, it shows us burnishing the background as
the holy work that it is.

Gunslinger
Garth Brooks
★★☆☆

Gunslinger is a ne album. I guess.
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House on Fire
Ty Herndon
★★☆☆

Throw it back and you’ve got one of the hottest
pop country albums of 2012. I mean that as a
recommendation?

gives the (strong, first) impression that it was forgot in a
dresser somewhere in 2012 and only just found and released. Not solely
from the jokes it makes, but also, and more damningly, in the production
standards, given how clearly this album is aiming for pop country.
This weird temporality isn’t solely to the album’s detriment, though. “House
on Fire,” the title track, benefits from it, as does the goofy single “If You,”
which is a playful way of saying “fuck you” given the way that Herndon
pronounces “if.” That latter is largely cute and relatively unmemorable except for Herndon’s coda: “If you think this napkin that I’m writing on / ‘s
another love song for your collection / boy I reckon, it is.”

Tattooed Heart
Ronnie Dunn
★★★☆

Ronnie Dunn is one of those country singers
who names his songs things in order to talk
about how that name is inaccurate, and I really like that.
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You Won’t Even Know I’m Gone
Ian Fitzgerald
★★★☆

Musicologists hate him: this man found One
Weird Trick to sound like Bob Dylan and then
actually not just do that for an entire fucking
record.

Ian Fitzgerald’s
is another in an unending line of albums that, no matter how they end up sounding, goes 100%
Bob Dylan at the very beginning. There must be marketing material somewhere that states that if you’re a folkish dude, your album has a 30% higher
chance of retaining the listener if they might not immediately realize they
didn’t put in a Dylan record. At least I hope that’s the case; otherwise all of
these dudes are just doing the same shit over and over for nothing but my
own aggravation.
It’s noticeable in Fitzgerald’s album because he does manage to move past
that, in certain ways. Nothing here is immensely original, but
is the kind of record that is largely just kind of there,
except when it isn’t. The album’s biggest strength is absolutely Fitzgerald’s
ability to write a line; song-by-song, most of the instrumentation and lyrics
aren’t anything to really care about, but there are like three or four lines
spread throughout this album that really kick you in the ass.
Maybe that seems like a low bar, and probably it is, but there’s something to that form as well; in the same way that rappers who are exclusively
punchlines get irritating, forcing each moment of every song to the heights
of profundity is much worse than just kind of letting the songs exist as they
are, and using that existence to write a particularly good series of words.
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Dear Life
High Valley
★★★☆

Look at those boys. Right there. Just to the
right. Look at em.

High Valley’s

sounds a lot like what American Authors’
would have sounded like had the latter not gone full ludicrous EDM with it; which is to say, a really solid pop country album, full
of well-utilized banjo and lyrics that are always on the verge of feeling personal while maintaining an incredible amount of abstraction. For what it
is, it’s a really solid thing, but it doesn’t ever quite make that transition into
something really worth going into.

Mountain Voodoo
Balsam Range
★★☆☆

A really solid bluegrass record from a group
that doesn’t really break out of any molds. The
sort of thing that you’re likely happy to have
listened to, assuming you’re into a little lower tempo, but that isn’t going to change your
mind about much.
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Temper of the Times
Kent Eugene Goolsby
★★☆☆

Goolsby sells the moody boy with important
things to say better than most, though he still
doesn’t say much.

Colors & Crossroads
Sideline
★★☆☆

Old fashioned god-fearing bluegrass that hovers in the high end and sounds pretty good.

Love and Protest
Girls Guns & Glory
★★☆☆

There’s something immediately endearing
about Girls Guns & Glory’s Love and Protest,
but mediocre songwriting slowly drains it all
out.
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The Life and Songs
of Emmylou Harris
Various Artists
★★★☆

A ttingly impressive tribute to a great singer.

A Chrisley Christmas
Various Artists
★★☆☆

Comedy Christmas Country. It took a lot not to
start those words with Ks. I hate this.

1000 Arms
Blue Rodeo
★★☆☆

An incredibly uninteresting album that is, I
think, impeccably produced.
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To Joey, With Love
Various Artists
★★★★

Cory Stephens returns to QROCC with a review of the original motion picture soundtrack
To Joey, With Love, commemorating the birth
of Joey + Rory’s child and Rory’s passing.

The official soundtrack to the second movie by and about a Christian country and bluegrass duet, with the eponymous Joey + Rory featuring on eight
of the ten tracks. The film focuses on the time the couple took off to experience the homeopathic birth of Joey’s first child and Rory’s third. But
tragedy struck three months later when Joey was diagnosed with cervical
cancer. After a long public fight, and refusing chemotherapy, she died in
March of 2016 leaving Rory a widower and single father of two adult children and a special needs toddler.
The eight tracks by Joey + Rory are culled from their previous releases.
At the beginning of their career together the couple made ten appearances in two seasons on the CMT reality-competition show
,
where they first made a name for themselves in 2008. Prior to that, Rory
was a Nashville co-writer for big names in country music, like Tracey Bird,
Blake Shelton, and The Oak Ridge Boys. At about the same time in 2005,
Joey wrote and recorded an unreleased album for Sony Nashville. One
song from Joey’s never-released album appears on the soundtrack, “In the
Time That You Gave Me.” Like many of the tracks, “Time” takes on a
more poignant tone within the context of Joey’s death and life. A life cut
short, a life so publicly devoted to Christianity, really rakes in the royalties
when snuffed out so soon.
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Joey + Rory had an eponymously named variety hour-style television show
on RFD-TV, a satellite cable successor to cable access, with a focus on
rural-centric programming (and the interim broadcast home of racist-ass
Don Imus before he hopped to Fox News). Joey and Rory lived on a farm
in Tennessee, which also served as the backdrop to their
derivative show and both movies—possibly the only farm that has a sound stage,
recording studio, and green room. Rory’s gimmick is to wear bib overalls,
and in the interlude of track six (“Let’s Pretend We Never Met;” also the
intro song to the first episode of their RFD-TV show), the call-and-response
to his “nice, new overalls” is to name them his “show-veralls” that he wears
on “farm-al” occasions. The joke of course isn’t the puns, but that Rory’s
net worth exceeds three million.
“Nothing To Remember,” the third track, is a sad, slow acoustic ballad of
what-ifs. What if you hadn’t sang that song, what if you hadn’t smiled that
way, what if you hadn’t said hello. In retrospect, it is a fitting tribute to a
lost love. In context of the movie soundtrack, it is emotional manipulation.
Rory is grieving his way to the bank.

Folk Time
Hart Valley Drifters
★★☆☆

Pretty solid, if uninteresting, bluegrass. Maybe
you care about Jerry Garcia, I suppose.
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The Weight of These Wings
Miranda Lambert
★★★★

I really adore this album.

Miranda Lambert is, to some greater or lesser extent, the reason for this
project. Her music is what sustained my interest in country music even
when I wasn’t in a place to actively follow it (which is to say: when I wasn’t
regularly driving a car for extended periods of time by myself), and what I
would show to people who had some interest but not a whole lot. “Gunpowder and Lead” has always been The Song, for me, with “Kerosene” up
there, but every time I discovered a new old single of hers I was taken up
again. “The House That Built Me” is a sweet song with the strangest narrative structure (at no point does Lambert do anything other than describe
why she should be let in) that I love, and there’s not a thing that the Pistol
Annies have done that I’m not into that I know of. Lambert is the kind of
singer who can be as joyous in spite as she is in love, and she reserves that
spite for abusive men, mostly.
A more concrete example: I’ve never cringed at a Miranda Lambert song
where she mentions cigarettes. This is, as you may or may not imagine, a
kind of unbelievable feat. The easiest way to explain it is to ask any nineteen
year old boy in a black shirt and long hair to write you a short story, and pay
attention to his use of cigarettes and smoke. There are a million ways to get
it wrong, as many as there are ways to think about being a smoker without
knowing what it’s like to be one. Which isn’t to say that it’s a problem of
youth or inexperience; your contemporary great american novelists are as
likely to fall short as that random kid. Cigarettes are one of those things
where their translation to a symbol seems to almost require shucking off so
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much of what makes them real things in the world, leaving them only as a
dramatic gesture or an empty gesture at “cool.”
Lambert, by comparison, opens
with “Runnin’ Just in Case,” which itself opens with a stuttering loop of a bassline and
light drums for three quarters of a minute, followed by the lines:

Turning up “East Bound and Down” on the radio, she drives “north on
59, but [she] know[s] good and well [she’s] headed south / Cuz [her] and
Birmingham don’t have a history of working out.” The story itself could
hardly be simpler: Lambert sings as a person driving because she is out of
place everywhere, Louisiana to Alabama, Lubbock, Texas to “all the rest;”
she hasn’t “unpacked [her] suitcase since the day that [she] turned 21 / it’s
been a long ten years since then, it’s getting kind of cumbersome.” The justification that the character makes to herself is equally so: “it ain’t love that
I’m chasing, but I’m running just in case.” It’s a song about movement and
history, about the American South and a woman who has momentum and
inertia and life. There is even a moral, locked into a coda: “I carry them
around with me, I don’t mind having scars / Happiness ain’t prison, but
there’s freedom in a broken heart.”
It’s a story where cigarettes fit unbelievably well; the loss of place and the
open road, the way that habit or addiction are culminations of History and
its oblivion. And it’s important that Lambert doesn’t lean on them, doesn’t
even smoke one; they are as real in life as the desire to smoke as they are
in the act itself. It’s a small thing, and I’m usually averse to these sorts of
arguments—I can easily see myself rolling my eyes at this analysis had I not
written it—but it’s one thing among many that makes Lambert so special to
me personally.
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The joy of
, Lambert’s new double album, is
as much that it is Lambert on form as anything else. But beyond “Runnin’
Just in Case” is a full hour and a half of songs that range from incredible
to really very good. “We Should Be Friends” is about finding solidarity
in your messes, “Pink Sunglasses” a goofy song (that would be incredibly
annoying in less capable hands) about the way that changing your literal vision changes your metaphorical outlook; “Vice” is as good a single as she’s
ever produced, from its vinyl-crackle opening that drops into a beautifully
full drums and guitars and stabby, smoky synth swell. “Smoking Jacket” is
basically a Dolly Parton song that Lambert does perfectly good credit to,
which itself is a high bar to reach.
If there’s a thing to criticize about
, it’s that it
has significantly more strength on the first disc than the second; the second
disc’s opening track, “Tin Man,” about how the Ozian tin man is lucky to
not have a heart, is not nearly as strong as “Runnin’ Just in Case.” With songs
like “Things That Break” and “For the Birds,” both goofy little things with
some weight, it’s still incredibly solid, and incredibly welcome for someone
who is inclined towards Lambert’s music already, but it doesn’t quite measure up, track by track, to the incredible first disc. Track by track is one
thing, though; as a full album that runs from beginning to end, the second
disc is as valuable as the first in adjusting and elaborating on the tone of the
whole, in making it a world unto itself, alive and beautiful.
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INTERVIEW

Another new thing for the final issue of QROCC: an interview with an
artist. In late December, Rjyan Kidwell—aka Cex aka Pubic Medusa of
Worms—reached out to me about an album he had made in November. I
initially apologized, because I’ve largely been unable to cover Bandcamp
albums in these pages, but I’ve always tried to at least check out whatever
comes my way.
After listening to a couple songs off
, I knew it was a perfect fit for QROCC, and I asked Rjyan for an interview. What follows are
my questions and Rjyan’s answers, with only minor edits for clarity and
flow.
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Screwed Country
Pubic Medusa of Worms
★★★☆

Screwed Country is a pun, but it’s also a descriptor (of the ‘Chopped &’ variety). It’s also
pretty damn good at what it does. In lieu of
a full review, QROCC interviewed Rjyan (aka
Cex aka Pubic Medusa of Worms). You’ll nd
the full interview below. Enjoy.

QROCC: Tell us a little bit about yourself. How did you get into making
music, and what have you made?
Rjyan: I grew up in rural Baltimore County. I was in conventional(-ish)
rock bands during the zenith of the now-infamous Towson-Glen Arm music scene[1], but in the early 90s my family got a PC at JC Penney’s, and my
cousin Lee showed me how to use the modem to connect to local BBSes.
That’s where I found out about electronic music, and software to make it,
and some kind of strange compulsion took over & I’ve been making songs
with machines ever since.
There is a pretty comprehensive list of what I’ve released on discogs [2], although it doesn’t include the stuff I’ve put on bandcamp this year.
QROCC: What’s your history with country music specifically? Fan, hater,
something else entirely?
Rjyan: Uninformed, I guess? My parents never really dug it, so I didn’t hear
it at home growing up, but since we lived near farms, I would sometimes
encounter country music playing in stores and out of older kids’ trucks.
I remember there was a bagel shop in the local strip-mall that always had
CMT on, and I had cousins in Frederick, MD (known in Baltimore as
“Fredneck, MD”) who I’d occasionally visit, and I was always amazed at
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how exclusively country music dominated that town, even though it was
barely more than an hour from Baltimore. It seemed like visiting a different planet—which rules when you’re young. I was in grade school at a time
when “Everything except rap and country” was probably the most common
answer you’d hear to the question “What kind of music do you like?” My
ex-wife is from upstate New York & exposed me to The Carter Family and
classy, old country like that.
It’s really, really easy in Baltimore to never, ever hear Billboard-charting
country music. Especially being involved in the music/theater/performance
community, which is predominantly young and contemptuous of anything
at all that appeals to people who enjoy hunting and fishing.
QROCC: What inspired

particularly?

Rjyan: One of my jobs is at a bar and I usually don’t get out of work until
4-something in the AM, so I usually ride home in an uber. And one night
I was in an uber and the guy was listening to “Dirt Road Anthem.” I hadn’t
actually sat down and really listened to any nü-country song maybe ever—I had a vague idea Big & Rich existed, and that Taylor Swift had once
been country, and that chart-topping country singles had a lot in common,
production-wise, with chart-topping pop songs, but that was it. I hadn’t
sat through an entire song because I didn’t have anyone in my life saying,
“Dude, you gotta hear this” and then putting on an entire song.
SO anyways, for days afterwards “Dirt Road Anthem” would come into my
head and perplex me. Eventually I had to get on-line and look it up because
I was really curious whether it was some oddball deep-cut or, like, a huge
genre-defining hit. When I found out it was the latter, I googled “Worst
country songs of 2016” and found a site that had a list of YouTube links.
I went through the list and my first thought was, “THIS is the worst?” Because a catchy catharsis was at the core of almost all the songs—they were
just too fast and jangly-twangly to digest if you’re not already inoculated
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against the genre’s tropes. But this, I knew, was a minor issue that could be
easily rectified.
And all this was occurring just days before the election. So, besides the obvious pun (which I knew would be affirmed by either possible outcome)
it seemed a particularly relevant exercise. I definitely do not consider myself part of the Left or Right as they are defined by the profiteering newsmedia—and sadly, by the amateur ideologues produced by dependence
on those businesses for their strongest-held beliefs. But the war of posts
between dogmatic adherents to this Left-vs.-Right-There’s-No-Other-Sides
narrative is unavoidable if you go literally anywhere online. So, in making
this little suite of songs, I felt like I was expressing a wish of mine that is
hard to put into words—the idea of gently mutating one faction’s feelings
until they became intelligible—even perhaps strangely familiar!—to their
sworn enemies. I firmly believe our current cultural war (and it is a war,
because Conquering The Others is the only solution either faction allows
themselves to imagine) is powered by a misguided belief that intellectual
ideas are Real, and feelings are not. The human intellect is an amazing
and flexible and powerful thing—so powerful it can justify anything at all if
it tries hard enough. Exclusive faith in it pushes people further and further
from each other, in every different direction. But our feelings are all the
same. We all have the same little bank of feelings in common, and I truly
believe that any non-genocidal resolution to the internal war in the United
States can only begin by following these threads of feeling back until we’re
once again touching each other, seeing each other as fellow humans.
QROCC: What was your process like for making

?

Rjyan: I used Robert Henke’s fantastically versatile audio program Ableton
Live to slow down the tempo, adjust the pitch, and then excise parts that
don’t sound good or retard the momentum. If you compare my versions
to the originals, you can see I remove the lion’s share of the songs’ verses.
Then I take a hit of marijuana and add effects like distortion, delay, phaser,
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etc.
I do this to a lot of music, for my own personal use. I’m 35 and like reading books a hell of a lot more than getting drunk now, so I stay in a lot, and
put on music while I read or write. But for whatever reason I’ve been finding like 90% of new music (in every genre) way way too busy. It makes me
anxious, and severely waters down the emotional content for me, because
(outside of, like, intentionally-confrontationally-fast music like black metal
or neurofunk or shangaan) it’s so wrapped in the speed of hyper-contemporary-life, pathologically social and ambitious and afraid of slowness—afraid
of boring others, afraid of the reflection that comes with solitude, afraid
of being irrelevant next to something that pleases a drunken crowd. But
I don’t always want to put on straight-up ambient music because it sometimes it makes me overly sleepy, or overly sad. So I regularly drop all kinds
of music into Ableton and slow it down and edit out the rough edges, just
so I have fresh music to listen to that conforms to my draconian standards.
I did a review of the last album by the band Owl City for the website
TheTalkhouse[3] where I re-tooled every single track on the album, and I
describe with more detail exactly what I did to those tracks, if you want to
see shop-talk.
QROCC: Any musicians you think folks should check out? Country encouraged but not required.
Rjyan: Well, there’s two huge influences on these edits, and anyone who
wants more of this particular vibe of music might check out: one is Jesu, a
project by Justin Broadrick of the pioneering industrial-metal band Godflesh (Kirk Hammet of Metallica allegedly called them “the heaviest band
in the world” or something like that). Jesu has gone through some fluctuations—sometimes it’s really slow and heavy and dirge-y, sometimes it’s this
upbeat shoegaze ecstasy. But I think people who like country music might
really dig it.
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The other big influence is DJ Michael Watts, who does the “screwed and
chopped” thing. I have long been in love with his versions of the albums by
Houston rapper Devin the Dude, especially
and
. Devin is probably the best story-teller in any genre
going, and there’s a lot of smooth guitar in the production of his early work,
and the whole vibe in general is something I think country fans could enjoy.
Notes:
[1] https://towsonglenarmfreakouts.wordpress.com/
[2] https://www.discogs.com/artist/508-Cex
[3] http://thetalkhouse.com/rjyan-kidwell-cex-talks-owl-citys-mobile-orchestra/
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Kane Brown
Kane Brown
★★★★

After a single star showing for his EP Chapter 1 in the rst issue of QROCC, Kane Brown
returns with an album that fuses fascinating
pop country with a serious attention to race in
one of the best albums of the year.

In the first volume of this mess of a zine, I wrote a review of Kane Brown’s
EP
. The text in full, reads:

Chapter 1
Now, frankly, I remember nearly nothing about that EP. I know that I came
from a real place with that, and I am also fully aware of my own shortcomings around this project. From the ones I state constantly (mostly my own
(lack of) history with this genre) to the ones I allude to but don’t really talk
about (the hilarious toll this has taken on me) to the ones that I don’t talk
about at all (the racial component), those shortcomings are more or less
the definition of QROCC as it is, and as it will forever be preserved. And
so I can say, at least, that Kane Brown’s
was boring to me, and
that there might be a whole lot going on there that I didn’t understand or
couldn’t quite grasp.
I say all of this because Kane Brown’s debut record is a much more nuanced, complicated, and interesting thing than, at the very least, I gave credit
to his second EP for being. The album opens with two songs that are some
of the most anxiety-representative songs I’ve heard since I first listened to
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early kode9 dubstep, and they’re songs about how Brown puts on for his
town and how he might not be a shitty man. It’s followed by “Learning,”
which for whatever reason reminds me a lot of Tupac’s “Changes,” and
then goes off into some weird world. “Cold Spot” is a near-perfect mess of
a country single except that it’s pretty clearly not a single; “Ain’t No Stopping Us Now” has a first half that seems impossibly generic, and a second
half that seems impossibly specific.
The thing about Kane Brown’s self-titled is that the singles don’t quite
work, and the songs that aren’t quite singles are kind of fucking incredible.
There’s “Cold Spot,” but then there’s also “Rockstars,” a song about early
aughts pop rock hits that is wrapped vaguely in a love story and would be
an awful single, but is impossibly fun to listen to as a just-not-quite-thereas-a single.
That Brown’s self-titled navigates race—from an explicit reference in “Learning” to the offhand mention of forty acres on “Better Place”—in a way that is
neither coy nor self deprecating is certainly a bonus. Which is tied into the
specificity of the songs; “Cold Spot,” in particular, is one of those “where I
grew up” songs that takes place in a convenience store of sorts, that manages to thread together the “life lessons learned” genre with the “small town
undercut by capitalism” genre. Which is partially why the song is a miss as
a potential single, I think; there’s a genuine specificity there, rather than a
finely-crafted sense of it developed specifically to appeal to a cod-universal
sentiment.
Kane Brown’s self-titled isn’t quite the exemplary pop country of a Granger Smith, full of swagger and ambivalence and hooks, but it’s not in competition either.
has all these things, but they’re configured
differently. And I think that he’s managed to put something together that’s
worth celebrating.
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Forever a Cowboy
Ned LeDoux
★★☆☆

A solid EP that mostly reveals how weird
the construction of the South has proceeded
through media over time.

Now: I am certainly no expert, but it just so happens that I was watching
a whole bunch of Westerns just prior to listening to this album. I’d seen a
handful here and there, but, like this whole genre of music, they’re just not
something that comes up in my life often. I’m not in that lifeworld, because
no one I know really is. I knew of their importance and artistry, but never
really where to start.
Having finally taken that jump, I’ve been enjoying them quite a bit. More
than anything else, I’ve been surprised by them; which is where this rambling intersects with this EP up for review. Because the big event that so
many Western films from the 30s, 40s and 50s take as their implicit story is
also the title of a song on
: the “Johnson County War.”
Again, no expert, but my basic understanding from the movies is that there
was a series of battles between homesteaders and cattle ranchers in Wyoming in the last decade and a half or so of the nineteenth century. The
Johnson County War in particular seems to have been a relatively straightforward instance of class war by the rich (in the form of the cattle ranchers)
to retain their capital (in the form of land) against the farmers that were
taking it through the Homesteading Act. In the films, the signifier for this is
usually barbed wire; the homesteaders string it up, the cowboys get pissed,
the war comes down on some dude’s head until he gets his girl.
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This is notable because
begins: “Well I drive a rusty
pickup truck / full of posts and old barbed wire.” Given that it’s also an EP
called
, which has a whole song dedicated to the Johnson County War, this seems to me a little confusing.
Okay, to be more real: not confusing so much as fascinating. My new knowledge, at least, points to the fact that this Southern aesthetic of cowboys and
farmers is a conflation of two class-based identities that literally warred with
each other, and that war, far from being sublimated or discarded, is literally
constitutive to that identity. It’s fascinating.
The EP itself is pretty okay too.
Trent Harmon
Trent Harmon
★★☆☆

I was skeptical about Harmon’s self-titled EP
up until he covered “Sharp Dressed Man,” at
which point I realized it was Bad.

Hanging Tree
Blue Ma a
★★☆☆

As “Midnight Rain” makes clear, Blue Ma a
are a bit of a lyrically-oriented bluegrass group,
which isn’t the worst. It still largely comes off as
pleasant but slight and kind of super kitschy,
though.
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Where I’m Comin’ From
Shane Owens
★★☆☆

In lieu of a ery invective or a complicated but
excitable defense, I offer to you this: this album’s ne I suppose.

feels like the kind of album I should feel very
hot, or very cold about. On the one hand, it’s really solid good old boy
country, and I kind of love that—especially when it isn’t especially shitty
about women—and on the other, the title track states Owens’ belief that
“criminals have all the rights,” which is pretty despicable. And that title
track gets to play twice, first and last, on the album. But hey, sometimes
shit’s just middle of the road, you know?

Other People’s Songs, Vol. 1
Damien Jurado & Richard Swift
★★☆☆

The lo- recording is endearing, but with no
connection to either songwriter or the songs
they cover, this isn’t particularly compelling.
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Peace Trail
Neil Young
★★★☆

Having already released one of QROCC’s favorite albums of the year with Earth back in
June, there were perhaps some unnecessarily high expectations for Young’s album of new
material. Peace Trail doesn’t quite meet them,
but that doesn’t mean it isn’t still fascinating.

What a strange album. The latter half of “Indian Givers” is like explicitly about watching Facebook looking for news about #NoDAPL? Young
does backing vocals on “My Pledge” for himself that make him sound
like he’s doing a David Lynch song? Also it ends with a bunch of robot
voices on “My New Robot.”
The punctuation in the previous paragraph is about as close to a complete review of the album as I’m capable of, at least in terms of its journey.

Rented Room on Broadway
Wild re
★★☆☆

Honestly one of the least compelling bluegrass
albums I’ve heard throughout this whole endeavour.
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FINAL FINAL FINAL
FINAL FINAL FINAL
FINAL FINAL FINAL
FINAL FINAL FINAL
FINAL FINAL FINAL
FINAL FINAL FINAL
FINAL FINAL FINAL
FINAL FINAL FINAL
FINAL FINAL FINAL
FINAL FINAL FINAL
FINAL FINAL FINAL
FINAL FINAL FINAL
thanks for reading

